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The Changing Game of Camera Technology: Why Autofocus is 
Key as the Paradigm Evolves 

 

Historically, imaging applications only required a fixed focus lens because the objective was 
to keep solutions simple. Today, with the increase in reliable world class autofocus 
mechanisms, that paradigm is changing. There are tremendous opportunities to implement 
autofocus technology in various applications because of significant developments in liquid 
lens technology. 

 Liquid lens autofocus is fast and automatically adjusts the optics as necessary to maintain the 
target in focus 

 An autofocus camera system can capture moving targets and/or different target objects at 
varying distances 

 An active autofocus system measures the distance to the target 
 A passive autofocus system analyses the image(s) from the target e.g.: using a PDAF sensor 
 One-shot autofocus is easy to implement 
 Autofocus technology can determine if the image has achieved maximum contrast, and provide 

feedback to the system to adjust the focus if needed 

While the typical lifespan of a mechanical lens system is a few hundred thousand cycles, 
liquid lenses have been tested over 100 million cycles without performance degradation. 
Liquid lenses can also reconfigure themselves in tens of milliseconds, making them ideal for 
high vibration environments and applications that require fast focus changes. A combination 
of liquid lens integrated with PixeLINK’s high speed USB3 cameras, brings cutting edge 
solutions to both, industrial and life sciences applications. 
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Liquid Lens Technology for Adding Autofocus to a Vision Application 

1. The Varioptic liquid lens consists of a sealed cell that contains two liquids, oil and water. 
2. The shape of the oil drop is changed by electrowetting (application of an electric field). 
3. As the applied voltage varies, the focal distance of the lens containing the cell also varies. 

Advantages 

 No wear and tear; no moving parts 
 Fast response time: can be as fast as tens of milliseconds 
 Robustness and shock resistance 
 Low power consumption 
 Long Lifespan, Fast Focus Camera 

Autofocus Applications 

PCB Assembly 

 As PCBs become smaller and more complex, inspection and re-work becomes increasingly 
difficult 

 Evaluation of component placement prior to reflow is more challenging 
 Checking for open or short circuits is easier using autofocus camera technology 

Biometrics 

 Biometric applications require the ability to quickly autofocus on the target feature 
 A growing number of airports are adding kiosks that perform facial recognition and compare it to 

biometric passports 
 Autofocus cameras are ideal for use in drivers license, passport and security applications. 
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Medical 

 Imaging of live cells, tissues and organisms benefit from autofocus by quickly being able to focus 
on specimens entering the field of view. 

 Autofocus can compensate for thermal drift or uneven culture dishes. 

Parcel processing – inspection of bar codes 

 Required at most post offices and shipping companies for data collection and sorting. 
 Autofocus technology help scan bar codes that are located on multiple sides of the package. 
 Ideal for evaluating packages that can be of varying sizes 

 

Autofocus technology signifies a substantial development in industrial camera design. There 
are tremendous opportunities to implement autofocus technology in numerous applications. 
In the past, many machine vision and life sciences applications only required a fixed focus 
lens. With the increase in reliable world class autofocus mechanisms, that paradigm is 
changing across a wide range of markets. 


